ARE Library Materials

2014 ARE 4.0 Kaplan Material Sets
Study Guides/ Q & A’s/Vignettes and Flash Cards:

ARCHITECTURE / ARC_CDS
Construction Documents & Services Flashcards
Construction Documents & Services Q&A
Construction Documents & Services Study Guide
Building Systems, 2014 Edition

ARCHITECTURE / ARC_BS
Building Systems Flashcards
Building Systems Q&A
Building Systems Study Guide
Structural Systems, 2014 Edition

ARCHITECTURE / ARC_SS
Structural Systems Flashcards
Structural Systems Q&A
Structural Systems Study Guide

ARCHITECTURE / ARC_BDCS
Building Design & Construction Systems Flashcards
Building Design & Construction Systems Q&A
Building Design & Construction Systems Study Guide
Site Planning & Design, 2014 Edition

ARCHITECTURE / ARC_SPD
Site Planning & Design Flashcards, 2014 Edition
Site Planning & Design Q&A
Site Planning & Design Study Guide
Programming, Planning, & Practice, 2014 Edition

ARCHITECTURE / ARC_PPP
Programming, Planning & Practice Flashcards
Programming, Planning & Practice Q&A
Programming, Planning & Practice Study Guide

2009 and 2010 ARE 4.0 Kaplan Material Sets
Study Guides/ Q & A’s/Vignettes and Flash Cards:
Architecture History Study Guide
Building Design & Construction Systems
Construction Documents
Programming Planning Practice
Schematic Design
Site Planning
Structural Systems
**David Kent Ballast ARE materials:**
- Site Planning and Design
- Construction Documents and Services
- ARE Review Manual
- Schematic Design

**Miscellaneous Library Materials:**
- Architectural Handbook Prof. Practice ($200 deposit required)
- LEED Green Assoc. Study Pack
- AIA Construction documents binder (copies of popular AIA Contract Documents)

**ARE Sample Problems and Practice Exam by David Kent Ballast, 2nd Edition**
- Building Systems
- Building Design & Construction Systems
- Programming, Planning & Practice
- Structural Systems

**ARE Mock Exam: ARE Overview, Exam Prep Tips, Graphic Vignettes, Solutions and Explanations by Gang Chen**
- Schematic Design (February 5, 2012)
- Programming, Planning & Practice (May 12, 2012)
- Building Design & Construction Systems (July 12, 2011)
- Building Systems (March 18, 2012)
- Site Planning & Design (November 25, 2012)

**Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings by Benjamin Stein, 11th Edition**

**Archiflash Desktop (Multiple-Choice Software for all divisions) by Nalsa Publishing – available in the AIACV office for access during office hours.**

**Solutions: Understanding the Graphic Vignettes of the ARE by Nalsa Publishing Professor Norman K. Dorf (2010)**
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